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Vocabulary Organiser PSHE Year 6 

Autumn Term 

Aspirations A strong desire to achieve something 

Democracy Everyone to be able to put their opinions forward 

Local council Sets laws more locally in your community area 

Civil rights Basic rights that everyone is entitled to e.g. right to an education 

Biodiversity The variety of living things in a particular place 

Carbon emissions The amount of carbon dioxide released into the air 

Deforestation The cutting down or clearing of forests 

Collective 
responsibility  

Everyone’s responsibility to do something e.g. to reduce the 
carbon emissions 

Global action Everyone around the world needing to do something 

Gang culture A group mentality which often involves exposure to violence 

Societal pressure When a group of people try to pressurise another group 

Initiation The rituals which happen to let a person into the gang 

Resist To try to stop something happening 

Caffeine Arouses the nervous system so considered a drug 

Nicotine  Addictive substance in cigarettes and considered a drug 

Illegal Not lawful 

Medicinal Substances that help with/ cure an ailment/illness 

Habit A repeated activity 

Dependent 
You have become reliant on taking a drug in order to try to 
function in life 

Spring Term 

Salary What you take home each week/month from your job 

Product Something that is made to be sold 

Marketing Advertising for a product- t.v., billboards, radio etc 

Demand How many people are buying the product 

Profit and loss How much money is earnt or lost through the business 

Loan 
Borrowing money from a bank or other source.  You have to pay 
back more than you borrow 

Borrowing To be given something that you have to give back 

Sales pitch A presentation to a group of people to try to sell your product 

Taxation Money paid to the government for taxes 

Nation Belonging to a country e.g. U.K.  

Third world countries Countries where there is still a lot of poverty 

Developing countries 
Countries that have less money and less services provided e.g. 
rail links etc 

Global demand How many people are wanting to buy a product around the world 

Fairtrade Farmers receive a fair price for their produce 

Global footprint The amount of carbon dioxide produced around the world 

Cocoa Brown powder made from the roasted pods of the Cacao tree 
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famine Where lots of people don’t have enough to eat and many die 

Moral/ ethical 
Whether something is right or wrong and the consequences a 
decision could have 

Summer Term 

Ethnicity 
A group of people who have similar qualities e.g. from the same 
area/country 

Customs Something/ way of life/ tradition relating to a group of people   

(Social) Class 
To do with the amount of money you may earn and the 
advantages you may have 

Acquaintance  Someone you have met but don’t know well 

Stereotype Fixed idea about a thing or group of people 

Prejudice Judging someone unfairly without knowing much about them 

Empathy To understand the feelings of others 

Womb Area of a female where babies develop  

Sperm The male sex cell 

Conception 
The time at which sex cells meet to begin the process of 
developing a foetus 

Fertilisation 
When a male sex cell combines with an egg from a female- plants 
and animals 

Pregnancy When a female is carrying a baby 

Intercourse The act of having sex 

Fostering To look after a child that is not your own 

Adoption To legally look after a child long term that is not your own 

Penis Male genital organ 

Vagina Passage leading from the female genitals to the cervix 

Consent Giving permission for something 

Intimacy Being close with someone 

 


